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January 17, 1966

Dr. Albert B. Sabin
The Children's Hospital Research Foundation
EIland Avenue and Bethesda
Cincinnati, Ohio 45229

Dear Dr. Sabin:

After receipt of your recent letter regarding
the small sample of strain Leon l2alb - KP 3 which you
sent on March 23, 1964, we searched our records and
storage boxes for progeny material to meet your request.
We did, in fact, find some derivative material which
might be useful for your purposes, but it's a long way
from the liter quantity you require for Cincinnati and
Bethesda.

You may recall that we requested this sample
for a study of its neurovirulence in comparison with
our own seed and production strains; and, accordingly
when we received the sample, we did not immediately
process it to a large pool of production seed. Instead,
we diluted a portion based on its titer at the time
~OO-folgLto obtain an inoculum st~k with a multi licity__
to cells of 1:80 for one-ounce prescription cultures, at
which level we were growing all strains for comparative
studies. We now find that we still have approximately
15 mI. of this preliminary dilution in storage and the
effectivity titer two years a 0 was 103•7 TCID50/m!:--

A number of tissue lots were seeded with this
inoculum; however, we experienced a rather high frequency
of extraneous-agent contamination of the tissue cells at
the time and, consequently, ~e harvested only a compara-
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tive1y small volume of material representing the first
r-assa e from your sample. This harvest was shown by
\ tests to be free of all known virus contamination and its

identity was confirmed - the titer was in the neighbor-
hood of 107•7 at the time of harvest in Ju~e, 1964. The
material was distributed in 5 m • quantities for Revco
storage, and I note that we still have on hand approxi-
mate1 20 to 30 m1. We should like not to part with more
than half of this supply since it represents a potential
seed stock for production, one passage removed.

From this history it is apparent that we are not
using this material or its progeny for the regular
production of Type III vaccine; but if some of it can be
useful to you, we should be pleased to send it on.

Best regards.

Sincerely yours,

WYETH LABORATORIES, INC.

~
Director, Development
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